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ABSTRACT 

 

As organizations move toward cloud [1] computing environments, data security 

challenges will begin to take precedence over network security issues.  This will 

potentially impact telemetry post processing in a myriad of ways.  After reviewing how 

data security tools like Enterprise Rights Management (ERM), Enterprise Key 

Management (EKM), Data Loss Prevention (DLP), Database Activity Monitoring 

(DAM), and tokenization are impacting cloud security, their effect on telemetry post- 

processing will also be examined.  An architecture will be described detailing how these 

data security tools can be utilized to make telemetry post-processing environments in the 

cloud more robust. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

While abstracting use of Information Technology (IT) resources into a cloud paradigm is 

conceptually very popular, there still exist strong impediments to its widespread 

adoption.  Chief concerns amongst potential cloud consumers are security issues.  That is, 

there is a fundamental concern that a company’s data “in the cloud” will somehow be 

more vulnerable to compromise—implicit in this concern is the notion that somehow 

other users in the cloud are able to discover/leverage shortcomings in the implemented 

cloud security paradigm.  To mitigate these potential concerns/threats cloud consumers 

should require their cloud providers to offer additional data security capabilities to 

mitigate potential cloud network security oversights or vulnerabilities. 
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DATA SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES 

 

Data security tools can help protect data and make it less vulnerable to compromise even 

if adversaries gain access to computer systems the sensitive data is on, or networks the 

sensitive data flows over.  Technologies like Database Activity Monitoring (DAM), Data 

Loss Prevention (DLP), tokenization, Enterprise Key Management (EKM), and 

Enterprise Rights Management (ERM) are particularly useful in achieving better data 

protection. 

 

 

DATABASE ACTIVITY MONITORING (DAM) 

 

In Database Activity Monitoring (DAM) [2] external monitoring of database activity by a 

separate application is carried out.  This strategy has advantages over native database 

monitoring; because enabling native monitoring usually causes large performance degradation in 

most databases.  Since most Relational Database Managements Systems (RDBMS) systems 

utilize the Structured Query Language (SQL); these tools must be able to monitor and parse all 

SQL activity-----sometimes in real-time, sometimes after the fact. These tools must also be able 

to correlate and aggregate database activity information across all the database servers in the 

corporate IT environment.  Finally, correlated and aggregated data need to be able to be 

forwarded to other security solutions like Security Information Event Management (SIEM) tools. 

DAM takes several forms including: 

 

 Active network monitoring: In this mode of operation the DAM appliance is directly in 

front of the database server; that is, all traffic must flow through the appliance to the 

database server.  The advantage of this architecture is that there are no extra requirements 

made on the database (e.g.,turning on audit, etc, which might affect Data Base, DB,  

performance) ---however, the appliance does then become the “bottleneck” for traffic to 

flow through.  Another advantage is that in such a configuration the appliance could do 

more than just monitor---that is, when commanded, it could proactively deflect 

suspicious SQL directives.  This type of operation would be akin to an Intrusion 

Prevention System (IPS) like device.  Further advantages include no dependencies on the 

database platform or changes required to its configuration. It’s not all upside.  Database 

interactions that are not over the network SQL commands cannot be monitored (e.g. if an 

administrator directly remote logged into the database server),  

 

 Passive network monitoring: Here, the DAM appliance is collecting and evaluating 

copies of the data streams between clients and database servers. Port mirror or port 

spanning techniques can be used to replay packets in question to another switch port that 

the DAM appliance can listen on.  The advantage with this approach is once again, no 

impact to database performance, and since the DAM appliance is no longer in-line with 

the database servers, no potential “bottleneck” effect.  Downside is no opportunity for 

active defensive measures and also no capture of database activity performed by remote 

login.   

 

. 
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Another option in passive network monitoring is to turn the native database auditing on, and 

have the appliance log into the database servers and collect the database audit information.  With 

this approach there is no need to do port spanning----and all database activity (including activity 

that could have been initiated via a remote login connection) is acquired.  Downside is potential 

database performance hit, by enabling the database audit and potential security vulnerabilities by 

giving the database appliance access to the database servers in order to pull the audit log 

information.  The later risk could be mitigated by having the database server stream the audit 

information to the appliance----however, not all databases have this streaming capability 

 

 Local Agent Monitoring: In local agent monitoring a custom agent (specifically 

engineered to interact with a particular vendor database) is actually installed on that 

vendor database server and collects database activity information.  Upside here is that the 

native database auditing system does not have to be activated (potentially preserving 

database performance---however only to a certain extent---agents will still typically effect 

database performance to some small degree) nor does their need to be any modifications 

made to the native database.  Downside, there is new software running on the database 

server that has to be maintained and potentially monitored.  The local agent would still 

nominally forward the collected information to an external collection agent (DAM 

appliance). 

 

Observe that to ensure total monitoring when one deploys some form of network database 

monitoring, there still needs to be either local agent monitoring or collection of internal database 

audit information to cover SQL transactions that are not identifiable from network sniffing (e.g. 

interactions via a remote login connection) 

 

DATA LOSS PREVENTION (DLP) 

 

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)  [3] systems seek to evaluate data content and context to determine 

if data should be allowed to flow outside corporate boundaries or even whether data should be in  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  DLP system deployed to protect against e-mail loss of data. 
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the possession of a particular entity or set of entities inside corporate boundaries.  The essential 

element of the DLP system is the classification engine.  It is this element that is able to deduce 

the type of data encountered. Observe that the classification engine is not simply looking at file 

type extensions; it is actually going “inside” the file and attempting to ascertain what the data 

actually is.  Once the data is quantified it must be evaluated in context.  For instance, if data is 

identified as telemetry data, and it is being transported to someone inside the corporate network, 

that might be a permissible action; whereas, if the file is being transported outside the corporate 

network that might be an impermissible action.   

 

Data may be examined at several points in the corporate network.   Computational efficiency is 

of utmost importance in DLP systems, especially ones deployed in pseudo real-time scenarios 

where they may be evaluating data in transit (e.g. e-mail, Secure File Transfer Protocol,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

SFTP transport, etc.).  Sometimes DLP systems are also deployed to scan data residing on disk 

servers.  In these cases speed is less of an issue---however, it is still important as faster DLP 

systems are able to check a larger volume of data, and then re-check data residing on disk servers 

more often.   Figure 1 depicts a DLP system deployed to protect against e-mail loss of data. 

 

TOKENIZATION 

 

Tokenization [4] facilitates protection of sensitive information nominally held in 

databases.  Managing sensitive information is a vexing problem for most industries and 

there is great interest in finding solutions that can mitigate the risks associated with 

holding such information in corporate databases.  The concept of tokenization is very 

straightforward, instead of storing actual sensitive information like a social security 

number, a token, representing that sensitive data is generated, and stored.  The original 

sensitive data is still maintained, but in a separate secure database that can be accessed by 

presenting that token to the secure storage sub-system.  Thus, the benefit of tokenization 

is multi-fold, sensitive information is distributed on much fewer systems, and the 

sensitive information itself is stored much more securely.  Tokenization has application 

in many markets, including finance, insurance, healthcare and public sector. 

 

 

ENTERPRISE KEY MANAGEMENT 

 

A cryptographic [5] Enterprise Key Management (EKM) system is deployed in tandem 

with devices that have a capability of encrypting/decrypting data.  When devices encrypt 

data, they utilize cryptographic keys that they may generate.  Once utilized those keys 

need to be stored in a trusted location where they can be later retrieved for use to decrypt 

data.  Thus, the Enterprise Key Management system not only stores keys, but also 

provides a robust framework for making those keys available when they are needed.  To 

accomplish this key management devices are usually deployed in a clustered fashion, so 

that if one unit fails another unit in the cluster can respond to key request queries.  Figure 

2 depicts a tape encryption system utilizing an enterprise key management cluster.   
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Figure 2.  A Enterprise Key Management system supporting an encrypting tape drive 

device. 

 

Enterprise Key Management systems are usually deployed centrally in an IT network, so 

they may be utilized by any entity in the company that wishes to leverage it. 

 

ENTERPRISE RIGHTS MANAGEMENT 

 

An Enterprise Rights Management [6] system controls the use, dissemination, or 

categorization of any document or data produced by the enterprise.  This implies the 

deployment of an “always on” centralized data management server that moderates all 

activity associated with data, from its birth, to its death.  ERM systems are very difficult 

to deploy in an organization because of the transformational impact they have on how a 

company carries out its business activities.  Central to the success in deploying such a  

 

 

1. User wants to view data 

2. Data is sent to ERM server 

3. ERM server evaluates user privileges and attributes associated with data file 

4.   If ERM determines user can view file, it returns cryptographic key that can          

be used to decrypt file 

 

Figure 3 Steps involved in viewing data in an ERM based data protection system 
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solution is categorization of users in the enterprise, a definition of privileges those 

categories of users may have, and attributes that can be associated with the data files that 

might further influence and control who or what can access the data.  Every time data is 

accessed, the centralized server evaluates the operation in light of who is attempting it, 

what privileges they have, and the attributes possessed by the data.  Figure 3 shows an 

example of the steps involved in examining data under management in an ERM system. 

 

TELEMETY DATA SECURITY ARCHITECTURE EXAMPLE USING ERM 

 

An organization wishing to deploy cloud services to support telemetry post processing 

environments would be best advised to implement an ERM solution to give customers the 

best data security option.  This will provide an organization the most granular flexibility 

to control access to the telemetry data.  In addition to defining role based access control 

to the data to guarantee that specific telemetered data can be accessed by those who truly 

have a need to review it (e.g. the camera person should be allowed to examine image 

data) other attributes should be introduced.   For example security clearance could also be 

considered in role based access control; i.e. the camera person, with the appropriate 

security clearance, should be allowed to examine image data.  Operating characteristics 

might also be considered; i.e. the visible wavelength camera person with the appropriate 

security clearance should be allowed to examine the visible image data. Dissemination 

control should also be considered; i.e. the data can/cannot be printed, the data can/cannot 

be copied, etc.  Selected attributes will typically vary depending on organizational 

security requirements. 

 

A simple example will be given to illustrate this point.  A common strategy would be to 

define file access control attributes based on the security sensitivities of the program.  In 

this case consider a program that is testing a new generation of optical and thermal 

sensors.  Assume the satellite test platform has three optical and one infrared cameras.  

Further assume that one of the optical cameras is a star tracker that doesn’t use sensitive 

technology.  In this case the following attributes might be defined: 

 

CAMERA1_MEDIUM 

CAMERA2_HIGH 

CAMERA3_STAR 

CAMERA4_INFRARED 

 

Other attributes might also be defined for satellite housekeeping data including 

 

RATE_DATA 

THERMAL_DATA 

STRUCTURAL_DATA 

OS_DATA 

 

Finally general file control attributes could also be defined 
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PRINT_OPTIONS 

COPY_OPTIONS 

EMAIL_OPTIONS 

 

Printing might be allowed, but perhaps only on printers that validated the user who 

picked the data up.  Copying to USB’s may not be permitted, but to hard disks on servers 

at particular (secured) locations may be permitted.  E-mail distribution might not be 

allowed at all. 

 

Engineers on the project would be granted access rights to data with the above specified 

attributes.  As an example, assume there are five engineers on the program: Bob is an 

imaging engineer with a top secret clearance and visible and infrared wavelength 

expertise, Ed is also an imaging engineer, but currently he has only been cleared for 

sensitive data.  Barbara is a celestial navigation expert.  Susan a computer system analyst, 

and Edna a structural engineer.  Table 1 depicts how the access rights might be set up for 

the team. 

 

Table 1 

 

Engineer Access Rights File Control Attributes 

Bob CAMERA2_HIGH, 

CAMERA3_STAR, 

CAMERA4_INFRARED 

PRINT 

Ed CAMERA1_MEDIUM, 

CAMERA3_STAR 

PRINT 

Barbara CAMERA3_STAR, 

RATE_DATA 

PRINT, COPY 

Susan OS_DATA PRINT, COPY, EMAIL 

Edna THERMAL_DATA, 

STRUCTURAL_DATA, 

RATE_DATA 

PRINT, COPY 

 

Table 1. ERM attribute mappings for example satellite engineering team. 

 

Typical interactions with the ERM system would include initial binding of attributes to 

data files, evaluation of file access by engineers based on their privileges, and managing 

audit log of actions/access to each data file under ERM management. 

 

Since ERM systems make heavy use of cryptographic operations an EKM system would 

also be required in the cloud to support encryption/decryption operations.  Telemetry post 

processing data is not normally deposited in databases; thus, DAM or tokenization 

applications may not be appropriate.  In cases where discrete post processed data like rate 

information, or temperature data are placed in databases, those tools could be used.  

Finally, a DLP system would be “overkill” in a cloud utilizing ERM.  It would only be 

advised to be deployed if an ERM system were not available. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Data security technologies will be required to better secure cloud environments. Database 

Activity Monitoring (DAM), Data Loss Prevention (DLP), Enterprise Key Management 

(EKM), tokenization, and Enterprise Rights Management (ERM) are just some of the 

data security technologies that should be deployed in cloud environments.  Enterprise 

Rights Management and Enterprise Key Management technologies are most appropriate 

for cloud environments supporting telemetry post processing operations. 
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